
After three years of relatively poor investment returns in South Africa, it is no surprise that many investors are asking why they 
don’t just invest their money in a fixed deposit or some form of cash investment for the next three years where they can earn 
a virtually guaranteed return of 9% per annum. 

This is a sound question, particularly in a rising interest rate environment where the returns on cash are likely to increase. The 
problem with this question is that it is not the right question to ask. Before investors ask “where should I invest?” it is 
important that they have answered the question, “why am I investing?” 

This is an important question because for some people, investing in a fixed deposit for the next three years may be the perfect 
investment. But it can only be for those people who have a three year time horizon, know that the promised return on cash is 
enough to meet whatever their investment needs are, and be comfortable that whatever liquidity constraints come with such 
an investment are not counter to their own cash needs. Of course there is the further question of the tax implications of 
investing in cash, but again because each investor’s circumstances are unique this may be a relevant factor for some, but 
certainly not for all. 

Why are you investing? 

For some investors though, a three-year investment in cash, no matter how appealing the virtually guaranteed return is, could 
lead to an exceptionally poor financial outcome over the longer term. For their need may be to accumulate a certain level of 
capital for the next ten years, and the problem with being in cash, is that you are very likely to miss out on any unexpected 
(which is usually the case) upturn in another investable asset class, be it the local or international market for equities, bonds or 
property. 

So why are you investing? Ideally you will answer this question without looking at your recent past returns on your investments, 
and without knowledge of what is happening in investment markets currently. Because as human beings we suffer from 
behavioural biases, which repeatedly cause us to make mistakes when we make investment decisions. One such bias is recent 
events or recent experiences which influence our decision-making far more than events or experiences in the distant past. For 
example, an article you read yesterday will have a greater influence on you than one you read last month.   

So if you are invested in a balanced unit trust fund, you are likely to be painfully aware that the average balanced unit trust 
fund returned 6% per annum over the past 3 years, whereas cash gave a slightly higher return over the same period, at lower 
level of risk. No surprise then if you are one of those people asking, “should I invest in cash?” 

But thanks to the sabotage of your recency bias, you may have forgotten, or not even have been aware, that over the past 20 
years, balanced funds have delivered in excess of 13% per annum.  Investing in cash seems appealing to secure a decent return, 
but in fact all it does is guarantee is that you won’t achieve the higher long-term return that a balanced fund is very likely to 
deliver.  

The problem with long-term returns in a diversified portfolio is that they do not come in a straight line. The returns are lumpy 
by nature. Which means in the short-term there may be some pain, possibly far worse than a return of 6% per annum for three 
years. 

In the global financial crisis of 2008 we saw real short-term pain. In a matter of months investors in share markets around the 
world lost over 40% of the value of their investment in the space of months. But investors who endured this short-term pain 
saw their investments bounce back reasonably quickly. Since the end of the global financial crisis, the global share market as 
measured by the MSCI World Index has delivered in excess of 150% return in USD.  But many investors, under the influence of 
the recency bias, cashed in their investments when they were 40% down, and will struggle to make up their resultant shortfall. 
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The recency bias also helps people sabotage their investments on the upside. In March 2000, at the peak of the technology 
bubble, US mutual funds, (the equivalent of SA unit trust funds) had their biggest monthly inflow of investments ever, as 
investors tried to get a piece of the action because returns were so “high”. Yet months later, the technology bubble burst and 
investors realized dramatic losses. They had sabotaged their investments by acting under the influence of the recency of high 
returns.

We often ascribe such actions to greed and fear, and that investors pay high prices for their investments as in 2000 due to 
greed (and the fear of missing out) and then sell investments at low prices, as in 2008, due to the fear of making further 
losses. This emotional roller coaster is simply a function of being human. Warren Buffett, the world’s most successful investor, 
talks about the need for an intellectual framework for making investment decisions to help resist the temptation of being 
influenced by our emotions. The problem with a bias like recency, is that it is both an intellectual and emotional frailty. 
Recency influences our emotions – we are aghast at the most recent terror attack, but have all but forgotten about the one 
last year. The challenge is to act rationally to limit the distortion that a recent event or experience causes. 

To do this, we need to understand how the recency bias really damages our investments. It distracts us from “why” we are 
investing and gets us to focus on “what” to invest in. To answer the question “what to invest in?”, it is important for us to 
understand the characteristics of the investments into which we invest. Most investors’ focus tends to be on the return and 
risk profile of an investment, but often investors neglect to look at the long-term profile, and get caught up in the “recent” 
results.  

As a result, investors forget that investing is a means to an end. All investors have a unique starting point, a unique need, and 
a unique end-point. Understanding these three elements will help an investor understand their “why” of investing. And once 
they have invested in an appropriate investment to address these three elements, then irrespective of what happens in 
investment markets, only a change in their personal circumstances that impacts on their starting point, need or end-point 
should influence a change in “what” they are invested in. 

Investing is not a competition. It is not about comparing our investment to someone else’s investment. Or comparing one 
asset class to another to see which one is “best”. It’s about finding the right strategy that addresses “why “ you are investing 
and resisting the temptation to change course every time new information comes to hand, or another “big” event happens. 
Events that impact investment markets happen every day. Some have a greater influence than others. And the one truth of 
investment markets is that we cannot predict these events. Which is why we diversify our investments, and invest in 
investments like balanced unit trust funds. 

And we can be reassured that over time investment markets have delivered returns in line with their long-term return and risk 
characteristics. Dalbar, a US investment research organization, has for over 30 years conducted annual research into investor 
behaviour. They have found that investors consistently do not do as well as the investments in which they are invested. The 
explanation for this is that investors fall foul of their behavioural biases and invest or disinvest at the wrong time, for the 
wrong reasons. 

So to find the right reason for your investment decision, ask yourself why you are investing. Once you have this answer, 
consider what investments are appropriate to your starting point, your unique need (s) and end-point (s). If an investment in a 
fixed deposit is the appropriate investment, then go for it. But if you are doing this for any other reason, make sure you are 
not suffering from the bias of recency, and setting yourself on course to become another statistic that validates the Dalbar 
research.    
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